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Please ask our staff about any potential allergens.

Seasonal Cocktails

It’s getting colder and darker, so why
even bother coming to Denmark,
once November and December rolls
around? We’ll let you in on our little
secret here at DECO: The autumn
and winter are the seasons where
you can truly experience the main
ingredient that is crucial to the
world-famous happy lifestyle of us
Danes: hygge! We’ve taken some of
our favourite wintery ingredients
and incorporated them into delicious
cocktails. Pink peppercorns, sage,
white chocolate, dill, thyme, honey
and cacao are just some of the flavours
you’ll stumble across in the following
pages, brimming with our housemade
cocktail creations of the season.

Dillionaire

Mexican Bay

Tanqueray no. 10 gin
Cucielo Bianco – White Chocolate
Dill – Cacao – Cream

Mezcal El Koch
Sage – Caramel – Bay leaf
Clarified with lemon and milk

Uplifting
and creamy

Complex
and rich

120,-

Tanqueray no. 10 is a modern
classic, but infuse it with
fresh dill, cacao nibs and
Cucielo Bianco vermouth, and
it changes it into something
radically unconventional and
exciting. The finish with lush
white chocolate cream and
a herbal syrup really lifts
this dessert like cocktail to
another level.

Ron Zacapa – Rosemary
Apple – Maple Syrup
Lime – Aromatic Cloud
Sweet and
herbal

125,-

A playful twist on the Daiquiri
with an apple reduction, a
rosemary and maple syrup
and the freshest lime you
could ask for, made with the
ever popular Ron Zacapa
rum, and served with
an aromatic bubble
of citrus smoke.

Breezy sage and bay
leaf tea meets the outlaw
Mexican mezcal from
Koch in a delicious punch,
clarified with burnt milk
and fresh lemon. This is
a savoury cocktail with
surprisingly complex
flavours, leaving
you craving more.

Flash &
Thyme
Tanqueray gin – Amaro
Thyme – Honey – Lemon
Eggwhite – Soda
Sparkly
and herbal

Above the
Clouds

120,-

115,-

A herbal gin fizz with our
own homemade honeyand-thyme syrup, balanced
with fresh lemon and
carefully curated with a
mix of Italian amaros and
the sturdy Tanqueray gin.
This one is lightning in a
bottle or, rather, a glass.

Beetroot
Colada
Blend of Rums
Beetroot – Coconut
Lemon

Coconutty
and rich

120,-

Just like the Christmas tree
premonishes the seasons ahead,
this cocktail teases the piña colada
feeling of the summer to come.
A blend of Pampero, Union 55,
Zacapa & Banks rums are lightly
touched by fresh lemon and coladafied by coconut. Fresh beetroot juice
lends a beautiful, wintery heart
and hue to this one.

Red Currant
Martini

Pisco
Disco

Tanqueray Gin – Cucielo Bianco
Noilly Prat – Red currant
Bay leaf – Salt

Pisco – Apricot Brandy
Grapefruit Soda – Peychauds
Lemon – Sugar

Aromatic
and boozy

115,-

Refreshing
and bitter

115,-

Have you ever thought that otherwise
mundane classic that is the Dry
Martini needed a bit of zing? We did.
We’ve infused bay leaves and red
currant into a couple of our favourite
Vermouths and added the ever trusty
Tanqueray Gin. This is the chilliest
Martini in town – we promise.

We’re suckers for disco, but since
the clubs are closed we give you
the Pisco Disco.Peruvian Pisco will
boogie on your tastebuds along
with apricot brandy and fresh
lemon, slow dancing with a dash of
sugar and grapefruit soda. Loosen
up your feet and get down with it.

Liquorice
and Apples

Nutty
Professor

Roe & Co Irish whiskey
Avallen Calvados – Crème de Cassis
Liquorice – Lemon – Peach – Egg white

Johnnie Walker Black Label
Hazelnut – Walnut – Banana
Lemon – Egg white

One more,
please!

115,-

Everyone’s favourite candy here in
Scandinavia is liquorice. A slight
hint of the root joins the Irish Roe
& Co whiskey, and the pairing is
contrasted by the freshness of the
Avallen apple calvados. A tasty
hint of stone fruits linger along
with black currant in the most
amazing fruity finish.

Rich and
aromatic

115,-

Seductive hazel- and walnut
infused Johnnie Walker Black
Label Scotch, a luscious banana
syrup and fresh lemon makes this a
drink that is most definitely best
served two at a time.Factor in the
complexity that egg whites add to a
Whiskey Sour-like drink, and you’re
promised a full-bodied depth beneath
its sexy, brown-eyed exterior.

Classics

Try something new – or maybe
something really ancient. We
pay tribute to the cocktail
creators of our past with this
season’s classics. Some of
these recipes are faithful to
their original intent – exactly
as they were envisioned by
their inventors decades
or even centuries ago
– while others have
been garnished with
a slight DECO twist.
Find your favourite
on this list or ask the
staff for an off-menu
recommendation.

Chicago
Fizz

Aviation
Highball

Ron Zacapa – Ruby Port – Lemon
Sugar – Eggwhite – Soda

Aviation Gin – Maraschino
Crème de Violet – Lemon

Tangy and
sweet

120,-

Fresh and
bubbly

120,-

A pre-Prohibition cocktail that
is believed to have originated in
Chicago’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
This lovely mix of rich portwine and
the complex Ron Zacapa served up
with fresh lemon, sugar and soda is
a somewhat forgotten cocktail –
but one that we would like to
bring back to prominence.

The Aviation is a classic gin cocktail
dating back to the turn of the 20th
century, and it first appeared in Hugo
Enslinn’s book ’Recipes for Mixed
Drinks’ in 1916 while he was tending
bar at New York City’s Hotel Wallick.
We’ve stayed very true to the classic
recipe and just added CO2.

21st Century
Daiquiri

Nuked
Negroni No. 2

Bacardi Heritage Rum
Pink peppercorn syrup
Pineapple – Celery – Lime

Tanqueray Gin
Cucielo Rosso – Campari
Rosemary – Clementine

Fresh and
edgy

120,-

We’ve sourced Bacardi’s excellent
Heritage Rum which is closer to the
recipes from the 1960’s. We feel that
this is how Don Facundo envisioned
the taste of white rum. This twist
on the classic Daiquiri catapults
his legacy into the future with pink
peppercorn syrup, pineapple,
a bit of celery and fresh lime
of course. Saluté!

Fragrant
and bitter

125,-

Riffing on the success of our first
Nuked Negroni, we’ve come up
with this holiday themed variant.
Christmas season clementines and
rosemary is drenched in Tanqueray
Gin, the classic Campari and Cucielo
Rosso vermouth and then microwaved to release some of the sweet
flavours of the fruit and herb.
Enjoy in moderation, please.

Sloe Down

Lion’s Tail

Don Julio Blanco Tequila
Bathtub Sloe Gin
Lime – Vanilla – Salt

Redemption Rye Whiskey
Pimento Dram
Lemon – Sugar

Peppery
and mature

120,-

The wintery flourish and flavour of the
sloe-berry gin in this favourite of ours is
greeted by the fieriness of the Mexican
Don Julio tequila. A lightly salted and
well-balanced taste is topped
off by fresh lime and vanilla
syrup in this fire-and-ice take
on a classic cocktail.

Classic and
charming

115,-

The creator of this drink, is likely to
have been an American bartender
driven to London by the Prohibition.
”Twisting the lion’s tail” was an
American slang expression for
provoking the British which emerged
during the period of American
Anglophobia between the World
Wars. If you like whiskey sours –
you would like a Lion’s Tail.

Non-alcoholic cocktails
We strive to ensure that you have the best experience possible at our humble little
space. That also includes cocktails for those of you who can do without a slight buzz.
We put the same effort and execution into our “mocktails” as in our alcoholic drinks.

The Not-SoMoscow Mule

Booze
Blues

Cloudy Apple Juice – Ginger
Lime – Sugar – Ginger Beer

Grapefruit – Lime – Elderflower
Raspberry – Ginger Ale

Uplifting
and fresh

75,-

The Moscow Mule didn’t originate in
Russia at all, but rather in New York City,
so we’ve appled up our delicious nonalcoholic version of the cocktail. This
one is sure to tingle your tastebuds just
as much as its vodka-powered sibling.

Bitter and
sweet

75,-

It’s usually a bit of a hassle to
figure who will be the designated
driver tonight – but with this
fruity and full-bodied treat of a
mocktail, we would be completely
fine with drawing the short straw.

Champagne

Legend has it that the founder of PiperHeidsieck eloped with a young woman, but
fell even deeper in love with the sparkling
wine from her home region, Champagne.
Later, he hand delivered bottles of his newly
minted brand of bubbly to none other than
Marie Antoinette in Versailles. Marilyn
Monroe was rumoured to always keep a
months supply of Piper-Heidsieck in her
kitchen, and today the brand is the official
champagne of the Academy Awards, adding
even more to the moviestar glamour.
At DECO, you too can sip like the stars!

Cuvée Brut
Piper-Heidsieck Cuvée Brut
Round and
vibrant

120,- / 595,-

Pinot Noir, Meunier,
Chardonnay

Essentiel
Piper-Heidsieck Cuvée Réservée
Firm, compelling
extra-brut

795,-

Pinot Noir, Meunier,
Chardonnay

Blanc de Blancs
Piper-Heidsieck Essentiel
Blanc De Blancs
Complex, zesty and
fresh extra-brut

895,-

Chardonnay

Vintage 2012
Piper-Heidsieck
Vintage 2012
Crystalline, silky
and voluptuous

1095,-

Chardonnay,
Pinot Noir

Beer and Wine

A new suite of menus also means a
new selection of wine. Our focus is
to match the profile of the cocktail
menu with an ensemble of wines that
both complement and contrast it.
We hope you’re as happy as we are
with the result. We keep most of our
beers as Danish and local as they
come, presenting a selection from the
world famous Copenhagen breweries
Jacobsen and Carlsberg – probably
the best beer in town!

Beer and Cider
Brooklyn
Special Effects
Zesty and
bitter

50,-

0.4 % ABV

Carlsberg Pilsner
Classic and
balanced

60,-

4.5 % ABV

Brooklyn Special Effects is a low alcohol
amber lager with a great hop profile
and solid after-bitterness. It’s crowned
by a clear, coppery foam and a subtle
hop scent of tropical citrus fruits.

The Carlsberg pilsner is a part of Danish
cultural heritage, and a pilsner that gained
its footing and iconic label more than 100
years ago. It tastes like spring in Denmark,
perfectly balancing bitterness with the
sweetness of apples, a golden
hue and beautiful foam.

Lystig
Cider

Jacobsen
Yakima IPA

Fruity and
semi-dry

65,-

5.5 % ABV

Bitter and
exotic

65,-

6.5 % ABV

An uncomplicated, fruity and semi-dry,
sparkling grenade of taste. Fresh acidity
is balanced by a bit of residual sugar and
vinous backbone from wild fermentation.
The apples are late varieties of surplus fruit
straight out of private gardens in Funen.

Jacobsen’s take on a west coast IPA
with a sturdy “hop forward” profile,
stimulating both your nose and tastebuds. Four different types of hop lend
it bite, a lengthy bitterness and an
exotic, fresh and lightly acidic aroma.

Jacobsen
Golden Naked
Christmas Ale

Kronenbourg
1664 Blanc

Fruity and
roasted

65,-

7.5 % ABV

Two fermentation rounds and added prune
juice gives this beer its Christmas cheer:
A clear, reddish-golden colour, creamy
foam and a fruity, roasted taste with hints
of citrus, cinnamon and liquorice.

Sweet and
well-rounded

65,-

5 % ABV

Launched in 2006, Kronenbourg 1664 Blanc
is one of France’s most popular wheat
beers. Opaque and bright golden with a
fresh, sour bite, a lovely citrus fragrance
and fruity sweetness, the 1664 is brewed
like a Belgian blanc, but with a sweeter,
rounder character of its own.

Wine
White, Organic

White

Riesling Trocken

Sancerre Blanc

Keine Hexerei, Pfalz, 2018

Domaine Jean Paul Balland, Loire, 2018

Pure and
crisp

85,- / 375,-

Dry, rich
and fruity

Riesling

Shades of wildflowers, citrus and passion
fruit resonate throughout the fresh scent
of this Riesling. A pure taste with a good
bite and crispness is followed by a long,
almost mineral-like aftertaste. A classic,
immediate Pfalz-Riesling, exclusively
fermented in stainless steel vessels.

100,- / 450,-

Sauvignon
Blanc

A harmonic and elegant wine creation by
Jean-Paul Balland. The Sancerre’s class
shows in its dry, rich, but also fruity
aroma, boasting freshness and finesse in
spades. A nose with nuances of grapefruit and white peach is chased by a taste
of citrus fruits, elderflower and almonds.
Rosé

Domaine Montrose
IGP Côtes-de-Thongue, Languedoc, 2019
Harmonic, fruity
and fresh

85,- / 375,-

Grenache, Syrah,
Cabernet Sauvignon

The juicy and immediate Grenache and Syrah grapes are bolstered by
the intense and firm Cabernet Franc in this rosé. The bouquet reveals
nuances of red berries with a blush of peach. The light, sweet fruitiness is harmonically balanced by a fresh, exotic and spicy aftertaste.
Red, Organic

Red

Côtes-du-Rhône
Rouge Paralléle 45

Sonoma County
Pinot Noir

Paul Jaboulet Aîné, Côtes-du-Rhône, 2018

Cline Cellars, Sonoma County, 2019

Rich and
intense

100,- / 450,-

Grenache,
Syrah

Taking its name from the 45th North parallel
near the cellars of Maison Paul Jaboulet
Aîné, this red wine’s bouquet develops fast,
with deep, complex notes of spices, cherry
and Provencal herbs. The dryness in its taste
is enveloped in velvety notes of bitter chocolate, English liquorice and red berries.

Savoury
and classic

100,- / 450,-

Pinot Noir

Sonoma County is a world-class Pinot Noir
wine region. This one has a wonderful richness with the signature notes of crushed
raspberry, cranberry, and lilacs. Subtle
hints of vanilla are rounded by a chocolatey
bitterness, plum and cedar. It’s rounded by
a crisp fruitiness and smooth body.

Coffee, Tea and Bites

We serve a selection of quality coffee
and tea from the local coffee and tea
house Østerlandsk. The name means
”oriental” and the brand was founded
by a returned Danish soldier almost
150 years ago. They’ve provided us
with a carefully balanced, medium
roasted variety of coffee bean called
Dragonelli Superiore. This one has a
mild acidity, well tempered sweetness
and a chocolatey finish. You will also
find our selection of quality tea on
the same page. Our snack selection
consists of our favourite ”bar bites”
from Copenhagen’s finest
suppliers. Bon appetit!

Coffee

Tea

The Dragonelli Superiore espresso
builds upon ancient espresso traditions
from Northeast Italy with contemporary
expertise and developments within the
realm of specialty coffee. We think its
exclusive qualities complement and
support each other very nicely.

The Østerlandsk tea house is like a
Mecca for tea and coffee lovers with
Denmark’s biggest and best assortment
from all over the World. We hope you’ll
like the tea selection we came home with.
Choose between the five flavours below.

38,-

Caffé Latte
Cappucino
Americano
Flat White
38,-

Admirality
The original tea, which was served
to the British Admiralty at the Queen
Victoria’s 50th anniversary in 1887.

Sweet Lemon
(Organic)

Lovely refreshing herbal tea with a
wonderful sweet aftertaste.

Espressso
35,-/40,- (dbl.)

Hans Christian
Andersen
Black Keemun with ginkgo biloba
leaves, mallow flowers, vanilla,
jasmine flowers and bergamot.

Mermaid
Green tea with buckthorn, gooseberry natural aroma and seaweed.

Liquorice
Liquorice root, star anise, fennel,
orange peels, cinnamon and chili.

Bites and Light Meals
We’ve scoured Copenhagen to find the best snacks to satisfy your smaller cravings
with a little tasty something. If you’re ravenously famished, try one of our light meals
below, which all has been conceived and cooked by our neighbours down the street,
the Michelin Guide endorsed restaurant Frank. Our bartenders are also always
helpful if you need a restaurant recommendation in the neighbourhood.

Crisps or
Popcorn

Olives

Mixed
nuts

45,-

35,-

35,-

Beef
Tartare
Beef Tartare – Pepper Cream,
Parmesan– Radicchio

Mangalica
Ham

Anchovies

95,-

95,-

Anchovies – Lemon
Mayonnaise

95,-

Please ask our staff about any potential allergens.

Enjoy!
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